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S U M M A R Y
We developed a 2-D finite element model to investigate the effect of shear heating and mantle
hydration on the dynamics of the mantle wedge area. The model considers an initial phase
of active oceanic subduction, which is followed by a post-collisional phase characterized
by pure gravitational evolution. To investigate the impact of the subduction velocity on the
thermomechanics of the system, three models with different velocities prescribed during
the initial subduction phase were implemented. Shear heating and mantle hydration were
then systematically added into the models. We then analysed the evolution of the hydrated
area during both the subduction and post-collisional phases, and examined the difference
in Pmax–T (maximum pressure–temperature) and P–Tmax (pressure–maximum temperature)
conditions for the models with mantle hydration. The dynamics that allow for the recycling
and exhumation of subducted material in the wedge area are strictly correlated with the
thermal state at the external boundaries of the mantle wedge, and the size of the hydrated area
depends on the subduction velocity when mantle hydration and shear heating are considered
simultaneously. During the post-collisional phase, the hydrated portion of the mantle wedge
increases in models with high subduction velocities. The predicted P–T configuration indicates
that contrasting P–T conditions, such as Barrovian- to Franciscan-type metamorphic gradients,
can contemporaneously characterize different portions of the subduction system during both
the active oceanic subduction and post-collisional phases and are not indicative of collisional
or subduction phases.

Key words: Numerical modelling; Continental margins: convergent; Heat generation and
transport; Subduction zone processes.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The exhumation mechanisms of both subducted oceanic and con-
tinental lithospheres have been widely explored to unravel the dy-
namics of orogenic belt accretion (e.g. Dal Piaz 1972; Cloos 1982;
Platt 1986, 1993; Shreve & Cloos 1986; Cloos & Shreve 1988;
Polino et al. 1990; Tao & O’Connell 1992; Spalla et al. 1996;
Duchene et al. 1997; Guillot et al. 2009; Maierovà et al. 2016).
Numerical and petrological models have demonstrated the domi-Q2

nant role of mantle wedge hydration in the cyclic uplift and burial
of deeply subducted material prior to continental collision (e.g.
Gerya et al. 2002; Gorczyk et al. 2006, 2007; Yamato et al. 2007;
Ernst & Liou 2008; Agard et al. 2009; Meda et al. 2010; Roda
et al. 2010, 2012; Le Voci et al. 2014). In ocean–continent sub-Q3Q4

duction systems, low viscosity hydrated mantle facilitates the ex-
humation and underplating of subducted oceanic and continental
material at the base of the crust of the upper plate (Billen & Gurnis
2001; Hirth & Kohlstedt 2003; Billen 2008; Hirth & Guillot 2013;

Nagaya et al. 2016). When hydration is not considered, a dry and
stiff mantle buttress characterizes the wedge area and strongly af-
fects the thermomechanical regime during the subduction stage and
subsequent continental collision (Marotta & Spalla 2007; Spalla &
Marotta 2007; Gerya et al. 2008; Meda et al. 2010). In this sce-
nario, both crustal thickening and heat supplied from radiogenic
decay are mainly driven by the burial of the continental crust of the
lower plate during collision (e.g. Marotta & Spalla 2007; Spalla &
Marotta 2007). Additional heat can be supplied by shear heating,
affecting the thermal state of subduction zones and, thus, the rheol-
ogy of the system (e.g. Gerya & Yuen 2003; Burg & Gerya 2005;
Gerya & Stoeckhert 2006; Gerya et al. 2008; Hartz & Podladchikov
2008; Thielmann & Kaus 2012; Minakov et al. 2013; Souche et al.
2013).

To investigate the effects of shear heating and mantle wedge hy-
dration on the thermal state and dynamics of an ocean/continent
subduction system, we developed a 2-D thermomechanical model
in which an initial phase of active oceanic subduction with different

C© The Authors 2017. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 1
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prescribed velocities is followed by a post-collisional phase,
characterized by the absence of prescribed velocities and driven
by gravitational forces only. Results of the models with shear heat-
ing and/or mantle hydration are compared to models with no shear
heating and no hydration (Marotta & Spalla 2007), and we then
analyse the effects of these parameters on both the strain rate and
the viscosity. The effects of the subduction velocities on the size and
evolution of the hydrated area are also analysed. Finally, predictions
of the pressure–temperature (P–T) conditions of crustal markers and
the thermal field characterizing different portions of subduction sys-
tems are used to discuss the metamorphic environments in different
portions of subduction/collision setting.

2 M O D E L F O R M U L AT I O N

The model simulates the thermomechanical evolution of a crust-
mantle system during two tectonic phases: (1) an active oceanic sub-
duction phase during convergence of a continent–ocean–continent
system that drives the closure of a 2500-km-wide ocean and (2) a
post-collisional phase after continental collision.

The physics of the crust–mantle system during the two tectonic
phases are described by the equations for the conservation of mass,
momentum and energy, which include the extended Boussinesq
approximation (e.g. Christensen & Yuen 1985) for incompressible
fluids. These equations are expressed as follows:

∇ · �u = 0, (1)

− ∇P + ∇ · �τ + ρ �g = 0, (2)

ρcp

(
∂T

∂t
+ �u · ∇T

)
= ∇ · (K∇T ) + Hr + Hs + Ha, (3)

where �u represents the velocity, P represents the pressure, �τ rep-
resents the deviatoric stress, ρ represents the density, �g represents
gravitational acceleration, cp represents the specific heat at a con-
stant pressure, T represents the temperature, K represents the ther-
mal conductivity, Hr represents the radiogenic heating, Hs = τi j ε̇i j

represents the shear heating, Ha = T α D P
Dt ≈ −αTρ�gvy repre-

sents the adiabatic heating and α represents the thermal coeffi-
cient of expansion. In the following we refer to total energy as
Htot = Hr + Hs + Ha . Because the mantle has a very high Prandtl
number, we neglected inertial terms when writing Equation 2. Equa-
tions 1, 2 and 3 are numerically integrated via the 2-D finite element
(FE) thermomechanical code SubMar (Marotta et al. 2006), which
uses the penalty function formulation to integrate the conservation
of momentum equation and the Petrov–Galerkin method to integrate
the conservation of energy equation.

The original code has been modified to include new constraints
on the composition, energy and mantle-hydration mechanism. The
model combines a viscous rheology for the sublithospheric mantle
with a brittle/plastic rheology for the lithosphere. Water trapped
within the subducting oceanic plate is transported to large depths
(e.g. Liu et al. 2007; Faccenda 2014; Rosas et al. 2016). The oceanic
plate is then dehydrated because of the increased temperature and
pressure (Schmidt & Poli 1998; Liu et al. 2007; Faccenda et al. 2009;
Faccenda & Mancktelow 2010). The water released by the slab hy-
drates the mantle wedge and can lead to its serpentinization and to a
decrease in viscosity (Gerya et al. 2002; Honda & Saito 2003; Arcay
et al. 2005). We simulate the rheological weakening of the mantle
wedge by assuming a constant viscosity of 1019 Pa s and a density of

3000 kg m−3 for the mantle occurring at the pressure and tempera-
ture conditions described by the stability field of serpentine (Honda
& Saito 2003; Arcay et al. 2005; Gerya & Stoeckert 2006; Roda
et al. 2010). We neglect the effects of water migration because of the
expected very high water velocities compared with the chosen time
steps and total computational time (Quinquis & Buiter 2014); thus,
hydration can be considered instantaneous in our model. The latent
heat of serpentinization is also neglected because it is balanced by
the latent heat produced by de-serpentinization and melting at large
scales (Pérez-Gussinyé & Reston 2001; Rupke et al., 2004, 2013).
Furthermore, it has been suggested that a latent heat of serpentiniza-
tion of 2.9 × 105 J kg−1 (Emmanuel & Berkowitz 2006) results in an
increase in temperature of 300 ◦C (Rupke et al. 2013); therefore, the
serpentine would cease to be stable. However, since serpentinization
occurs on a large scale, the latent heat of hydration-dehydration must
have a minor impact on the thermal field because the circulation of
fluids is an efficient mechanism of transferring heat. In addition,
because another aim of this study is to verify how shear heating
could impact the thermodynamics of the system, considering other
sources of heat would increase the difficulty of identifying the ef-
fects of the different mechanisms. Further details on the implemen-
tation of the rheology and the mantle hydration mechanism are in
Appendix A.

The numerical integration is performed in a 2-D rectangular do-
main that is 1400 km wide and 700 km deep (Fig. 1). The do-
main is discretized by a non-deforming irregular grid composed
of 4438 quadratic triangular elements and 9037 nodes, and it has
a denser nodal distribution near the contact region between the
plates, where the most significant gradients in temperature and
velocity fields are expected. The size of the elements varies hor-
izontally from 10 to 80 km and vertically from 5 to 20 km, and
smaller elements are located in the active margin region up to depths
of 300 km.

To differentiate the crust from the mantle, we use the Lagrangian
particle technique (e.g. Christensen 1992), which is implemented as
specified in Appendix A. Table 1 summarizes the material properties
and rheological parameters.

The boundary conditions are set in terms of the velocities and
temperatures prescribed at the boundaries of the 2-D domain. The
velocity boundary conditions correspond to stress-free conditions
assumed along the upper boundary of the 2-D domain, and no-slip
conditions assumed along the other boundaries (Fig. 1). In addi-
tion, during the active oceanic subduction phase, a velocity of 3, 5
or 8 cm yr−1 is prescribed along the bottom of the oceanic crust,
that drives the closure of the 2500-km-wide ocean in 85.5, 51.5
and 32 Ma, respectively. Velocities of 3 and 8 cm yr−1 have been
chosen to describe slower and faster subduction zones (observed
respectively in portions of Central and in South America and the
Philippines, Cruciani et al. 2005; Lallemand et al. 2005), respec-
tively. The velocity of 5 cm yr−1 has been chosen to represent a
moderate velocity convergence system, which is consistent with the
model described by Marotta & Spalla (2007). To facilitate the sub-
duction of the oceanic lithosphere, the same velocity is also fixed
along a 45◦ dipping plane that extends from the trench to a depth of
100 km. Differently, during the post-collisional phase, the system
undergoes a pure gravitational evolution.

The thermal boundary conditions correspond to fixed tempera-
tures at the top (300 K) and the bottom (1600 K) of the model,
zero thermal flux at the right vertical sidewall ‘a’ and fixed temper-
ature along the left side. The initial thermal structure corresponds
to a simple conductive thermal configuration throughout the litho-
sphere, with temperatures that vary from 300 K at the surface to
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Figure 1. Setup, boundary conditions and initial thermal configuration of the numerical model. The distances are not to scale. Green lines circumscribe the
area where numerical solution is performed. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

Table 1. Values of the material and rheological parameters used in the analysis.

Continental crust Upper oceanic crust Lower oceanic Crust Mantle Serpentine

Rheology Dry Granite – Diabase Dry Dunite –
E (kJ mol−1) 123 – 260 444 –
n 3.2 – 2.4 3.41 –
μ0(Pa s) 3.47 × 1021 1019 1.61 × 1022 5.01 × 1020 1019

ρ0(kg m−3) 2640 2961 2961 3200 3000
K (W m−1 K−1) 3.03 2.10 2.10 4.15 4.15
Hc(μWm−3) 2.5 0.4 0.4 0.002 0.002
References a , d , f b , f , i , j , k a , b , c , f c , d , e , f , j d , f , g , h , i

aRanalli & Murphy (1987); bAfonso & Ranalli (2004); cKirby (1983); dHaenel et al. (1988); eChopra & Peterson (1981); fDubois & Diament (1997),
Best & Christiansen (2001); gRoda et al. (2011); hSchmidt & Poli (1998); iGerya & Stockhert (2006); jRoda et al. (2012); kGerya & Yuen (2003).

1600 K at its base, and a constant temperature of 1600 K below the
lithosphere. The base of the lithosphere is located at a depth of 80 km
under both the oceanic and continental domains. This configuration
corresponds to both an oceanic lithosphere of approximately 40 Ma,
based on the cooling of a semi-infinite half space model (Turcotte
& Schubert 2002) and a thinned continental passive margin based
on a medium to slow spreading rate of 2–3 cm yr−1 (e.g. Marotta
et al. 2016). The 1600 K isotherm defines the base of the lithosphere
throughout the evolution of the system.

Four model sets have been developed to analyse the impact of
shear heating and mantle hydration on the thermomechanics of the
system. We list the acronyms and setup of the models in Table 2.
REF indicates the reference models without shear heating or mantle
hydration (Appendix B), SH represents models with shear heating
and without mantle hydration, MH represents models without shear
heating and with mantle hydration, and SH+MH represents models
with both shear heating and mantle hydration.

3 M O D E L R E S U LT S

The model results are illustrated as follows: we first describe differ-
ences in the global thermomechanics (Section 3.1) as a function of
the prescribed velocities, the occurrence of shear heating (SH mod-
els), mantle hydration (MH models) or both mechanisms at the same
time (SH+MH models) with respect to REF models (Appendix B).
Then we analyse the evolution of the hydrated area (Section 3.2)
for the MH models and SH+MH models. Finally, we present the

differences in the Pmax–T and P–Tmax conditions for simulations
with mantle hydration (Section 3.3) without (MH models) or with
(SH+MH models) shear heating. Main results are also synthesized
in Tables 3 and 4.

3.1 Global thermomechanics

Since the reference model (REF) has been already extensively
described in a previous papers (Marotta & Spalla 2007), the
upgrades of the REF model and its thermomechanical evolution
are synthesized in Appendix B.

3.1.1 Effect of shear heating (SH models)

The introduction of shear heating does not significantly impact the
large-scale thermomechanics of the system throughout the active
oceanic subduction phase. Rather, a significant increase in temper-
ature is observed on a smaller scale in the mantle wedge and the
subducting oceanic lithosphere (see the isotherms in Fig. 2a). In
fact, the 1500 K isotherm in the mantle wedge rises, in the different
models, from approximately 80 km in the REF.3 to 60 km in the
SH.3, from 60 km in the REF.5 to 20 km in the SH.5 and from
50 km in the REF.8 to 15 km in the SH.8. Moreover, within the
subducting lithosphere, the maximum depth reached by the 800 K
isotherm remains shallower for all SH models (Fig. 2a) compared
with the REF models, which suggests a warmer thermal state. The
increase of temperature in the subducting oceanic lithosphere results
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Table 2. Characteristics and acronyms of the models.

REF (Appendix B) SH MH SH+MH

Velocity (cm yr−1) No shear heating Shear heating Mantle hydration Shear heating
No mantle hydration Mantle hydration

3 REF.3 SH.3 MH.3 SH+MH.3
5 REF.5 (Marotta & Spalla 2007) SH.5 MH.5 SH+MH.5
8 REF.8 SH.8 MH.8 SH+MH.8

Table 3. Synthesis of the results for the thermomechanical evolution of the models.

REF (Appendix B) SH MH SH+MH

Thermomechanics
of the system

Active oceanic
subduction phase

Activation of large-scale
mantle flow

Activation of large-scale
mantle flow

Activation of large-scale
mantle flow

Decreasing in the
intensity of large-scale
mantle flow

Thermomechanical
erosion of the upper plate

Thermomechanical
erosion of the upper plate

Less erosion of the upper
plate with respect to REF
model

Less erosion of the upper
plate with respect to REF
model

Increase of T in the wedge
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Increase of T in the wedge
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Increase of T in the wedge
with the increase of
subduction velocity

T in the wedge does not
depend on the subduction
velocity

Decrease of T in the slab
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Decrease of T in the slab
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Decrease of T in the slab
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Decrease of T in the slab
with the increase of
subduction velocity

Increase of T in the
mantle wedge and
subducting plate with
respect to REF

Increase of T in the
mantle wedge and
subducting plate with
respect to REF

Activation of
short-wavelength
convective cells in the
wedge

Activation of
short-wavelength
convective cells in the
wedge

Recycling of subducted
material

Recycling of subducted
material

Decrease of extension of
the hydrated area with
respect to MH

Total energy of the system
function of the radiogenic
heat

Total energy of the system
function of the radiogenic
heat and shear heating

Total energy of the system
function of the radiogenic
heat

Total energy of the system
function of the radiogenic
heat and shear heating

Post-collisional
phase

Decrease of the intensity
of mantle flow of 1 order
of magnitude

Decrease of the intensity
of mantle flow of 1 order
of magnitude

Decrease of the intensity
of mantle flow of 1 order
of magnitude

Decrease of the intensity
of mantle flow of 1 order
of magnitude

Rising of the subducted
slab

Rising of the subducted
slab

Rising of the subducted
slab and doubling of the
crust

Rising of the subducted
slab and doubling of the
crust

Thermal re-equilibration
of the system

Thermal re-equilibration
of the system

Thermal re-equilibration
of the system and
additional heat by
radiogenic decay

Thermal re-equilibration
of the system and
additional heat by
radiogenic decay

Negligible effect of shear
heating

Negligible effect of shear
heating

Dehydration of the wedge Dehydration of the wedge

in a lower slab dip, because of the lower density contrast between
lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle.

The higher temperatures predicted in the wedge area are caused
by the large amount of energy produced by shear heating, which is
here up to six orders of magnitude higher than in the upper plate
(Fig. 2a3), where energy is primarily generated by radiogenic heat.

Thus, the total energy in the wedge area is approximately one order
of magnitude higher than that in the continental crust and up to
five orders of magnitude higher than that predicted by the REF
model (Fig. 2a4). An increase in the prescribed subduction velocity
corresponds to a slight increase in energy produced by shear heating
(less than one order of magnitude) because the increased strain rate
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Table 4. Synthesis of the results for the evolution of the hydrated area and for P–T recorded by models with mantle hydration.

MH SH+MH

Evolution of
the hydrated
area

Active oceanic
subduction phase

Velocity of hydration increase with the increase
of subduction velocity

Velocity of hydration increase with the increase
of subduction velocity

The extension of the main hydrated area
decrease with the increase of subduction velocity

The extension of the main hydrated area increase
with the increase of subduction velocity

During early stages, the lower the subduction
velocity, the smaller the hydrated area

During the entire evolution the lower the
subduction velocity, the smaller the hydrated
area

During advanced stages, the lower the velocity
the larger the hydrated area

Decrease of extension of the hydrated area with
respect to MH

Post-collisional
phase

Initial extension of the hydrated area toward the
external portion of the wedge

Initial extension of the hydrated area toward the
external portion of the wedge

Successive rapid decrease of extension of the
hydrated area

Successive rapid decrease of extension of the
hydrated area

Lesser duration of the hydrated area with respect
to MH

P–T Active oceanic
subduction phase

Coexistence of P–T conditions characterized by
intermediate and high P/T ratios

Coexistence of P–T conditions characterized by
intermediate and high P/T ratios

The thermal state does not change in time The thermal state does not change in time

Oceanic and subducted continental markers
never record Barrovian metamorphism during
exhumation

Subducted markers never record Barrovian
metamorphism during exhumation

Maximum temperatures are higher with respect
to MH

Post-collisional
phase

Migration of P–T conditions recorded toward
higher T

Migration of P–T conditions recorded toward
higher T

Maximum temperatures are recorded at the end
of the evolution

Maximum temperatures are recorded at the end
of the evolution

Subducted markers record Barrovian
metamorphism during exhumation

is counterbalanced by a decrease in the viscosity due to the local
increase in temperature.

During the post-collisional phase, the thermal state is comparable
to that predicted by the REF models because the strain rate (Fig. 2b2)
is very low and the energy produced by shear heating (Fig. 2b3) is
negligible with respect to the radiogenic energy. Therefore, the total
energy predicted by the SH models (Figs 2b4) is comparable to that
predicted by the REF models.

3.1.2 Effect of mantle hydration (MH models)

During the active oceanic subduction phase, the introduction of
mantle hydration causes a decrease of friction between the two
plates, which leads to a smaller amount of eroded crustal material
from the upper plate (Fig. 3a) with respect to REF model. How-
ever, mantle hydration greatly affects the dynamics in the mantle
wedge area, and short-wavelength convective cells appear in the
low-viscosity hydrated domain that favour the recycling of conti-
nental crust eroded from the upper plate together with the upper
oceanic crust that derives from the subducting lithosphere (Fig. 3a).
The recycling and mixing of large amounts of continental and
oceanic crust and mantle slices are consistent with other models
that consider mantle hydration (e.g. Gerya & Yuen 2003; Stockhert
& Gerya 2005; Roda et al. 2012; Li et al. 2015) and has a cool-
ing effect inside the wedge preventing the large-scale convective

flows from reaching the internal portion of the wedge (see isotherm
1500 K in Fig. 3a). The small-scale convective cells remain active
throughout the active oceanic subduction phase (Fig. 3a).

Because the MH models do not account for the shear heating, the
total energy depends exclusively on radiogenic heat, which is up to
three orders of magnitude higher in the continental crust than in the
mantle (Fig. 4a3). The large amount of recycled continental crustal
material is responsible for the increase in the radiogenic energy
in the hydrated mantle wedge, which is approximately one to two
orders of magnitude higher than that in the dry mantle and one
to two orders of magnitude less than that in the continental crust
(Fig. 4a3). However, the increase in the radiogenic energy in the
hydrated wedge does not balance the cooling induced by the lack of
large-scale convective flows in this area, and the temperature in the
mantle wedge remains lower than that in the REF models.

During the active oceanic subduction phase, the viscosity inside
the cold subducting lithospheric mantle (red in Fig. 4a1) is approx-
imately two to three orders of magnitude higher than the viscosity
in the dry area of the mantle wedge (light blue in Fig. 4a1) and
up to six orders of magnitude higher than the viscosity in the hy-
drated domain (blue in Fig. 4a1). In addition, the strain rate is very
high in both the lower plate and the wedge area and varies from
10−16 s−1 in the lower plate to 10−13 s−1 near the subduction zone
and in the wedge area (Fig. 4a2). The maximum strain rate is located
along the contact between the lower and upper plates and inside the
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Figure 2. Distribution of the effective viscosity (a1 and b1), strain rate (a2 and b2), energy produced by shear heating (a3 and b3) and total energy (a4 and b4)
predicted by model SH.5 at 10.5 Ma after the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase (a) and at the end of the post-collisional phase (b). The dashed
black lines indicate the 800 and 1500 K isotherms. The solid black lines indicate the base of the continental crust.

low-viscosity hydrated area (Fig. 4a2). In contrast, the upper plate is
characterized by strain rates of less than 10−16 s−1 at 150 km away
from the trench (Fig. 4a2). As observed in the REF models, the
subducted lithosphere is colder for higher velocities of subduction
and colder sections of the slab reach greater depths.

For at least the first 10 Ma of the post-collisional evolution, short-
wavelength convective cells persist in the wedge area because of
the significant extension of the hydrated domain (insets in Fig. 3b1).
Subsequently, they quickly vanish as the hydrated area disappears
(Fig. 3b2). Over longer times, the MH models undergo the same
dynamics observed in the REF models that present a decrease in
the slab dip, although the occurrence of recycled oceanic and conti-
nental crustal material in the mantle wedge determines the doubling
of the crust at the end of the post-collisional phase (Fig. 3b2). In
addition to the general warming of the system because of the ther-
mal re-equilibration that occurs during the post-collisional phase,
the doubling in the thickness of the crust causes additional warming
in the subduction complex compared with the REF models (see the
isotherm 800 K Fig. 4b) because of the large amount of radiogenic
energy (Fig. 4b3). This new thermal field influences the viscosity
and the strain rate, which show significantly different trends in both
the wedge area and the subducted lithosphere with respect to the
subduction phase (Figs 4b1 and b2). Specifically, the viscosity de-
creases in the interior of the subducted lithosphere and increases
in the wedge area by up to three orders of magnitude (Fig. 4b1),
whereas the strain rate decreases in the entire domain by at least

three orders of magnitude because of the general velocity decrease
(Fig. 4b2) and small spatial gradients caused by crust–mantle com-
positional variations.

3.1.3 Effect of both shear heating and mantle hydration
(SH+MH models)

The simultaneous occurrence of shear heating and mantle hy-
dration (SH+MH models) significantly modifies the large-scale
thermomechanics of the system, with respect to REF model,
throughout the active oceanic subduction phase. The magnitude
of convective flows decreases and the slab dip reduces (Fig. 5a)
with respect to REF models (Fig. A1a). As for the SH models, a
warming of the slab occurs with respect to the MH models (see the
configuration of the 1500 K isotherm and the shallower maximum
depth reached by the 800 K isotherm in Fig. 6a with respect to
Fig. 4a), and the temperature of the mantle wedge increases, which
produces a lower extension of the hydrated domain.

The total energy in the dry mantle of the SH+MH models
(Fig. 6a4) can be up to four orders of magnitude higher than that of
the MH models (Fig. 4a3), although it is similar to that predicted
by SH models because of the large amount of energy produced by
shear heating (Fig. 6a3). However, the total energy in the hydrated
area differs by less than one order of magnitude, because the low
viscosity produced by hydration limits the energy produced by shear
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Figure 3. Isotherms 800 and 1500 K (dashed black lines) and streamline patterns (solid black lines in the insets) in the surrounding of the wedge area for
model MH.5 at different times during the active oceanic subduction phase (a) and the post-collisional phase (b). tA indicates times from the beginning of the
active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times from the beginning of the post-collisional phase. Numbers on streamlines are indexes of the intensity of the
flow. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

heating (approximately two to three orders of magnitude lower than
in the dry mantle). Therefore, the increase in temperature driven by
the shear heating in a hydrated system is less than that predicted
by models without hydration (SH models). As predicted in the REF

models, velocity variations affect the temperature inside the slab.
In fact, higher subduction velocities correspond to lower temper-
atures and lower slab dips (Figs 7a1 and b1). Finally, similarly to
that observed in the MH models, short-wavelength convective cells
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Figure 4. Distribution of the effective viscosity (a1 and b1), strain rate (a2 and b2) and total energy (a3 and b3) predicted by model MH.5 at 10.5 Ma after
the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase (a) and at the end of the post-collisional phase (b). The dashed black lines indicate the 800 and 1500 K
isotherms. The solid black lines indicate the base of the continental crust.

active, producing the recycling of both continental and oceanic
crustal material (insets in Figs 7a1 and b1).

During the post-collisional phase, the thermomechanical evolu-
tion of the SH+MH models (Fig. 5b) is comparable to that of the
MH models. A peculiar feature of the SH+MH models is that, dur-
ing the post-collisional phase, slices of subducted crust can separate
from the slab and rise to shallower depths (Figs 7a2 and b2), thereby
widening the area that is occupied by recycled crustal material in
the supra-subductive mantle.

3.2 Evolution of the hydrated area

Here, we discuss the evolution of the hydrated area as a function
of the subduction velocity for MH and SH+MH models. A more
detailed and quantitative description of both similarities and differ-
ences between the two models is in Appendix C.

We distinguish between main and secondary hydrated areas. The
main hydrated area is identified by a wide triangular domain, de-
limited at the base by both the top of the lower oceanic crust, and a
single life cycle that lasts for tens Ma. Its evolution is characterized

by an initial phase of rapid growth, an intermediate phase with a
nearly constant extent, and a final phase of rapid decrease (dashed
lines in Fig. 8). The secondary, smaller, hydrated areas develop at
the margin of the main hydrated area and persist for shorter time
periods.

3.2.1 MH models

The hydration starts within 1 Ma after the beginning of the active
oceanic subduction phase (continuous lines in Fig. 8a) and continues
over a period that decreases with increasing prescribed velocity. The
velocity of subduction also influences the growth rate, the maximum
extension and the variation in time of the dimension of the hydrated
areas, because of the strong relation between velocity and thermal
fields. In particular, during the early stages of the active oceanic
subduction, slower velocities correspond to both lower growth rate
and smaller hydrated areas. During the advanced stages of active
oceanic subduction, since the predicted thermal field in the wedge
area is mainly controlled by the mantle flow, which is more intense
in model MH.8 than in model MH.3, model MH.3 undergoes a
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Figure 5. Large-scale temperature field (colours) and streamline patterns (solid black lines) predicted by model SH+MH.5 at different times during the active
oceanic subduction phase (a) and the post-collisional phase (b). tA indicates times from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times
from the beginning of the post-collisional phase. The dashed white lines indicate the 800 K isotherm. Numbers on streamlines are indexes of the intensity of
the flow. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

Figure 6. Distribution of the effective viscosity (a1), strain rate (a2), energy produced by shear heating (a3) and total energy (a4) predicted by model SH+MH.5
at 10.5 Ma after the beginning of active oceanic subduction phase. The dashed black lines indicate the 800 and 1500 K isotherms. The solid black lines indicate
the base of the continental crust.

continuous cooling throughout the active oceanic subduction phase
with a gradual increase in the extension of the hydrated area (red
line in Fig. 8a) and two maxima can be identified (P3.1 and P3.2 In
Fig. 8a). Differently, models MH.5 and MH.8 are characterized by

an initial cooling phase, until a maximum in the extension of the
hydrated area at 10–15 Ma (P5.1 and P8.1 in Fig. 8a, respectively),
and a successive rapid warming, which produces a significant de-
crease in the extension (continuous green and blue lines in Fig. 8a,
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Figure 7. Isotherms 800 and 1500 K (dashed black lines) and streamline patterns (solid black lines in the insets) in the surrounding of the wedge area for
models SH+MH.3 (a) and SH+MH.8 (b) at different times during the active oceanic subduction phase (panels a1 and b1) and the post-collisional phase (panels
a2 and b2). tA indicates times from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times from the beginning of the post-collisional phase.
Numbers on streamlines are indexes of the intensity of the flow. Different ages have been chosen in order to compare similar evolutionary stages of oceanic
subduction for different velocities, such as similar depths reached by slab. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.
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Figure 8. Variations in time of the dimension of the total (continuous lines) and main (dashed line) hydrated area for MH (panel a) and SH+MH (panel b)
models. Red, green and blue lines refer to convergent velocities of 3, 5 and 8 cm yr−1, respectively. The vertical dashed lines indicate the time when the
continental collision occurs for the different models. P3.i, P5.i and P8.i indicate the maxima of the extension of the hydrated area for convergent velocities of 3,
5 and 8 cm yr−1, respectively.

respectively). During the active oceanic subduction phase, for all
MH models a first maximum in the extension of the hydrated area
is reached several tens Ma before continental collision.

For what concerns the sole main hydrated area, it persists for
a minimum of 40 Ma for all MH models. The dimension of the
main hydrated area increases with decreasing velocity during the
active oceanic subduction phase (dashed red, green and blue lines
in Fig. 8a and grey squares in Fig. A4) because the thermal field
in the internal portion of the wedge is not influenced by the mantle
flow but it depends only on the temperature inside the slab, which
is lower for higher velocities of subduction.

The secondary hydrated areas are mostly located along the exter-
nal and deepest portions of the main hydrated area (coloured squares
in Fig. A4). Their occurrence and locations are controlled by peri-
odic fluctuations in the local thermal state. Two main episodes of
growth of secondary hydrated areas occur in the low velocity model
(MH.3), while only one episode occurs in intermediate and high
velocity models (MH.5 and MH.8).

At the collision, the hydrated area decreases abruptly by several
hundreds of square kilometres (red, green and blue lines in Fig. 8a).
This decrease follows the partial subduction of the continental crust
of the lower plate, which confines the low viscosity hydrated channel
between the upper plate and the subducting lithosphere. An impor-
tant change in the boundaries of the hydrated area occurs after the

collision when the growth of secondary hydrated areas results in an
increase of the extension of the hydrated area of few thousands of
square kilometres (P3.3, P5.3 and P8.3 in Fig. 8a).

3.2.2 SH+MH models

We here enlighten the sole main differences in the evolution of
SH+MH models with respect to MH models. In SH+MH models
the maximum extent of the hydrated areas increase with increas-
ing prescribed velocity during the whole active oceanic subduction
phase (continuous lines in Fig. 8b), consistently with the lower
temperatures in the mantle wedge predicted for intermediate and
high prescribed velocities. Furthermore, the warmer thermal state
determines hydrated areas significantly less extended than in MH
models. A peculiar feature of the high velocity model (SH+MH.8)
is the continuous enlargement of the hydrated area, until a max-
imum reached at the continental collision (P8.1 in Fig. 8b). The
extension of the hydrated area of the SH+MH.8 model shows only
one maximum and this is related to the more stable thermal field
that characterizes the active oceanic subduction phase of the high
velocity model.

The main hydrated areas persist for shorter periods (30 Ma;
dashed red, green and blue lines in Fig. 8b and grey squares in
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Fig. A5) and extend to lower depths than in MH models. With re-
spect to MH models, two main episodes of growth of secondary
hydrated areas occur for both low and intermediate velocity models
(P3.1, P5.1, P3.2 and P5.2 in Fig. 8b).

During the early stages of the post-collisional phase, the hydrated
area of all models gradually decreases, with a longer duration of
hydration for the high velocity model (SH+MH.8, blue line in
Fig. 8b) due to the lower temperatures that characterize the wedge
area. However, the general warmer thermal state of SH+MH models
prevents the occurrence of a maximum in the extension of the
hydrated area after the continental collision.

3.3 Predicted P–T conditions and metamorphic gradients

Here, we discuss the different pressure (P) and temperature (T)
conditions recorded by markers of oceanic and continental crust
for models that have mantle hydration, without (MH) and with
(SH+MH models) shear heating. For markers that have recorded a
maximum pressure higher than their final pressure, such as they can
be considered exhumed, we analysed the P–T conditions at maxi-
mum pressure (Pmax–T) and maximum temperature (P–Tmax). Two
P- and T-peak conditions are distinguished: one that characterizes
the active oceanic subduction phase (PmaxA and TmaxA) and one that
characterizes the post-collisional phase (PmaxC and TmaxC). Areas
of subducted materials are calculated as the unit area of a single a
marker (0.25 km2) multiplied by the number of markers.

Metamorphic facies series with high P/T ratios are generally asso-
ciated with P–T conditions that are peculiar to oceanic subduction
(e.g. Spear 1993; Kornprobst 2002; Nicollet 2010). This type of
metamorphic facies association, which is deduced from regional
scale metamorphic settings inferred from fieldwork (Miyashiro
1961; Ernst 1973), is referred to as either a Franciscan or a
Sanbagawa metamorphic sequence. The geological literature indi-
cates that Barrovian or Dalradian metamorphic series, characterized
by intermediate P/T ratios, develop during continental collisions
(England & Richardson 1977; Thompson 1981; England & Thomp-
son 1984; Thompson & England 1984; Spear 1993). Metamor-
phic facies series characterized by low P/T ratios (Abukuma or
Buchan-type metamorphism) have generally been associated with
abnormally high geothermal gradients, such as those detected in
arc regions. Miyashiro (1961, 1973) developed the idea of paired
metamorphic belts based on the juxtaposition of orogenic crustal
sections that are characterized by Sanbagawa- and Abukuma-type
metamorphic facies series.

3.3.1 MH models

An analysis of the PmaxA–T trend indicates that large amounts of
continental crust from the upper plate (corresponding to areas of
approximately 6700, 8000 and 7000 km2 for subduction rates of 3,
5 and 8 cm yr−1, respectively) record PmaxA–T conditions with inter-
mediate P/T ratios (Barrovian metamorphism), which are warmer
than those prescribed by the assumed initial continental geotherm
(Fig. 9a). These markers were never subducted at high depths but
they were displaced from the external portion of the upper plate
toward the wedge, recording the PmaxA during the first 10 Ma of
evolution of the active oceanic subduction phase (Fig. 9b).

A smaller amount of both oceanic and continental material (rang-
ing from 2000 km2 for a subduction rate of 3 cm yr−1 to 1000 km2

for a subduction rate of 8 cm yr−1) records high P/T ratios (Francis-
can metamorphism), with PmaxA values reaching up to 3 GPa and T

reaching up to 800 K during sinking (Figs 9a and b). The P–T con-
ditions are colder than the assumed initial continental geotherms,
and these materials record the PmaxA values during the entire ac-
tive oceanic subduction phase (Fig. 9b). Similar conclusions can be
obtained by observing the distribution of the P–TmaxA predictions
(Figs 9c and d) for low, intermediate and high P/T ratios. Markers
with intermediate P/T ratios record the thermal peak during the
entire active oceanic subduction phase, whereas markers with high
P/T ratios record the thermal peak during late stages of the oceanic
subduction (Fig. 9d).

Fig. 10(a) show the predicted P–T conditions recorded by all the
crustal markers, both oceanic and continental, at different times dur-
ing the entire active oceanic subduction phase. The global thermal
configuration of the system does not change significantly with time
(compare panels a1, a2 and a3 of Fig. 10). Although the minimal
temperatures for P > 1.5 GPa increase by approximately 100 K
when the continental markers of the lower plate are subducted up to
approximately 2.5 GPa (Fig. 10a3). The non-subducted markers of
the upper plate (P< 0.8 GPa) have intermediate P/T ratios, and the
subducted markers of both the upper and lower plates (P > 0.8 GPa)
have high P/T ratios. These results indicate that intermediate P/T ra-
tios can co-exist with high P/T ratios within an subduction complex
(Fig. 10a).

During the post-collisional phase, the PmaxC–T values of the con-
tinental markers (Fig. 11a) shift from the Franciscan to Barrovian
fields from the beginning (red colours in Fig. 11b) to the end (blue
colours in Fig. 11b) of the post-collisional phase. The maximum
temperature for the PmaxC–T values is 1300 K for models MH.3 and
MH.5 and 1200 K for model MH.8.

The subduction velocities influence the distribution of the P–
TmaxC values during the post-collisional phase only. For intermediate
velocities (model MH.5), the markers are distributed along a narrow
curved area with a maximum temperature of approximately 1400 K
at approximately 1.5 GPa (Figs 11c and d). These markers plot in the
Barrovian field with the exception of markers with P > 2 GPa, which
are characterized by Franciscan-type P/T ratios. Oceanic markers
only occur at pressures higher than 0.5 GPa (Fig. 11c). For low
velocities (model MH.3), the markers that record P > 0.5 GPa have
temperatures that range between 800 K and 1300 K, and they are
characterized by intermediate to high P/T ratios (Fig. 12a). Finally,
for high velocities (model MH.8), continental markers from the
lower plate only appear at P < 2 GPa and lie within a narrow curved
area with a maximum temperature of 1200 K at approximately
2 GPa. Continental markers that belong to the upper plate and upper
oceanic markers record temperatures between 800 K and 1300 K and
pressures of up to 3 GPa. The most of the markers (corresponding to
an area of approximately 2000 km2) record intermediate P/T ratios
except for a few markers with pressures greater than 1.5 GPa that
exhibit high P/T ratios (Fig. 12b).

After the continental collision, all MH models show a progressive
increase of temperature with time (Fig. 10b); thus, Tmax recorded
during the post-collisional phase are recorded at the end of the
evolution (Fig. 11d). All markers record intermediate to high P/T
ratios with a migration toward P–T conditions that are warmer than
the assumed initial continental geotherm (Figs 11c and d).

3.3.2 SH+MH models

During subduction, all SH+MH models show PmaxA–T values
characterized by intermediate and high P/T ratios (Figs 13a and
b). The amount of markers with PmaxA–T values characterized by
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Figure 9. Predicted PmaxA–T (panels a and b) and P–TmaxA (panels c and d) distributions of exhumed markers for the MH.5 model during the active oceanic
subduction phase. In panels b and d, the markers are coloured according to the age at which PmaxA and TmaxA are reached. The thick black lines represent the
unperturbed continental geotherm. The dashed line indicates conditions not realized on Earth. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

high P/T ratios depends on the prescribed subduction velocity. In
particular, model SH+MH.3 shows only a small amount of mark-
ers (corresponding to a total area of approximately 100 km2) with
high P/T ratios, whereas models SH+MH.5 and SH+MH.8 show a
remarkably large amount of oceanic and continental markers (cor-
responding to total areas of approximately 1400 and 1000 km2,
respectively). These markers exhibit P > 1.5 GPa with tempera-
tures between 600 and 1000 K for model SH+MH.5 (Fig. 13a) and
between 500 and 1000 K for model SH+MH.8, and they record the
pressure peak throughout the whole subduction (Fig. 13b).

The P–TmaxA distribution of model SH+MH.3 shows similar fea-
tures to the PmaxA–T distribution with a narrower range of tempera-
tures (approximately 50 K at approximately 1000 K) and pressures
between 2.3 and 2.7 GPa. In contrast, in model SH+MH.5 (and
model SH+MH.8, which is not shown in figures) markers cluster at
P–TmaxA values greater than 1 GPa in two groups that depend on the
time at which their thermal peaks are recorded (Figs 13c and d). One
group, which is composed of both continental and oceanic markers
(Fig. 13c) with maximum temperatures of approximately 1000 K

and high P/T ratios, records the thermal peak during the second half
of the active oceanic subduction phase (Fig. 13d). The second group,
which is composed of only continental crustal markers of the upper
plate (Fig. 13c) with temperatures between 1000 and 1300 K and
pressures between 1.3 and 2 GPa, records the thermal peaks during
the first 5 Ma of active oceanic subduction phase (Fig. 13d). The
P/T ratios of the second group are lower than the P/T ratios of the
first group and similar to the assumed initial continental geotherm.
As in the MH models, the thermal state remains stationary during
the entire active oceanic subduction phase, and intermediate and
high P/T ratios may co-exist in the subduction complex.

During the post-collisional phase, the distribution of the PmaxC–T
and P–TmaxC values are similar to that of the MH models and include
a wide range of temperatures for the PmaxC–T values (approximately
500 K at 1.5 GPa) and a narrow range for the P–TmaxC values
(approximately 100 K at every depth). The PmaxC–T values exhibit
intermediate to high P/T ratios, whereas the P–TmaxC values are
mainly characterized by intermediate P/T ratios (data with high
P/T ratios only occur above 2 GPa). As in the MH models, high
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Figure 10. Predicted P–T conditions recorded by all markers of the MH.5 model at different times during the active oceanic subduction phase (a) and
the post-collisional phase (b). tA indicates times from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times from the beginning of the
post-collisional phase. The thick black lines represent the unperturbed continental geotherm. The dashed line indicates conditions not realized on Earth. UP
stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

P/T ratios for the PmaxC values are recorded until 10 Ma of post-
collisional evolution, whereas the TmaxC values are recorded during
the last stages of the post-collisional evolution.

In the SH+MH models, a progressive increase in temperature oc-
curs throughout the entire system during the post-collisional phase,
although the warming trend is higher than that in the MH models,
as expected. Similar to the MH models, the majority of the markers
show intermediate P/T ratios at the end of the evolution, whereas
high and intermediate P/T ratios co-exist during the early stages of
the post-collisional phase.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

Our results indicate that in all models, the dynamics of the
ocean/continent subduction system are characterized by an intense
large-scale mantle flow underneath the overriding continental plate,
as already observed by many authors (e.g. Andrews & Sleep 1974;
Uyeda & Kanamori 1979; Davies & Stevenson 1992; Peacock 1996;
Stern 1998; Gerya et al. 2002). This flow both erodes continen-
tal material from the base of the upper plate and increases the

temperature in the internal portion of the wedge. Furthermore, the
REF models (Appendix B) lack a short-wavelength convective flow
in the mantle wedge area and show no evidence of the inclusion
of recycled subducted material, which prevents exhumation during
subduction (e.g. Marotta & Spalla 2007; Spalla & Marotta 2007).
The temperature in the subducted lithosphere is colder for higher
velocities of subduction because the slabs heats up by conduction
and cold sections of the slab reach greater depths than if they were
moving with a slower velocity. On the other hand, the corner flow is
more intense for higher velocities of subduction, with consequent
higher temperatures in the mantle wedge. If shear heating is in-
cluded (SH models), a significant increase in temperature occurs in
the mantle wedge and the subducting oceanic lithosphere, although
the dynamics remains globally unchanged.

When mantle hydration is accounted in the absence of shear heat-
ing (MH models), small convective cells activate in the hydrated area
from the early stages of subduction, thereby favouring the partial
exhumation of buried oceanic and continental crust. This dynam-
ics is compatible with that observed by previous authors (e.g. Ida
1983; Iwamori 1998; Billen & Gurnis 2001). Moreover, the hydrated
area has a rather triangular shape as suggested by previous models
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Figure 11. Predicted PmaxC–T (panels a and b) and P–TmaxC (panels c and d) distributions of exhumed markers for MH.5 model during the post-collisional
phase. In panels (b) and (d), the markers are coloured according to the age at which PmaxC and TmaxC are reached. The thick black lines represent the unperturbed
continental geotherm. The dashed line indicates conditions not realized on Earth. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

(Arcay et al. 2005; Hebert et al. 2009; Quinquis & Buiter 2014;
Wilson et al. 2014). During the early stages of active oceanic sub-
duction phase, higher subduction velocities correspond to larger hy-
drated areas because of the lower temperatures predicted inside the
slab. However, during the mature stages of the subduction the tem-
perature in the wedge is controlled by the large-scale mantle flow,
which is more intense for higher velocities and causes an increase
in temperature. Therefore, higher subduction velocities correspond
to smaller hydrated areas. The hydration causes a decrease in tem-
perature in the inner portion of the wedge compared to that of REF
models because of the uplift of cold material from the subducted
plate.

The introduction of shear heating in the hydrated models
(SH+MH) causes a shallower subduction geometry, which is more
evident for higher prescribed subduction velocities. The thermal
state in the hydrated area is slightly influenced by the introduction
of shear heating because the decrease in mantle viscosity is dom-
inant over the increase in strain rate. Accordingly, radiogenic heat

remains the principal source of internal energy. However, an increase
in temperature in the external portion of the dry mantle wedge can
be observed and the extension of the hydrated area subsequently
decreases. In the SH+MH models, higher subduction velocities
correspond to larger extensions of the hydrated area throughout the
entire active oceanic subduction phase because, compared with the
models with lower velocities, the model with fast velocities results
in lower temperatures and larger areas in which the serpentine is
stable.

The main hydrated area is characterized by an initial phase of
rapid growth in size, an intermediate phase during which the ex-
tent remains almost constant, and a final phase of rapid decrease
in the extension. Secondary smaller hydrated domains develop in
different positions with respect to the main hydrated area and per-
sist for shorter time periods. The occurrence and locations of the
secondary hydrated areas are controlled by the periodic fluctuations
in the thermal state that characterize the edges of the main hy-
drated area and determine the growth of both the external and deep
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Figure 12. Predicted P–TmaxC and distributions of exhumed markers for the MH.3 model (panel a) and MH.8 model (panel b) during the post-collisional
phase. The thick black lines represent the unperturbed continental geotherm. The dashed line indicates conditions not realized on Earth. UP stands for upper
plate; LP stands for lower plate.

portions of the total hydrated areas. The more stable thermal field
that characterizes the active oceanic subduction phase of the high
velocity model generates only one maximum in the extension of the
hydrated area.

At the continental collision, the hydrated area decreases abruptly
in all models after the partial subduction of the continental crust of
the lower plate, which confines the low viscosity hydrated channel
between the upper plate and the subducting lithosphere. During the
early stages of the post-collisional phase, the hydrated area of all
models still gradually decreases. The occurrence of shear heating
decreases the extension of the hydrated area as well as its duration
after the collision because temperature in the area bordering the
mantle wedge increases.

The small convective cells are active for approximately 10 Ma
of post-collisional evolution. During the post-collisional phase, the
large amount of recycled material in the wedge in the models MH
and SH+MH produces a doubling of the crust, which increases
the radiogenic decay and temperatures with respect to that of the
SH models.

Our results suggest that the geodynamic significance of metamor-
phic gradients that are traditionally derived by 1-D models should be
revised. Despite the peculiar significance that has been traditionally
assigned to metamorphic facies series, our results show that con-
trasting P–T conditions, such as intermediate (Dalradian/Barrovian)
to high P/T ratios (Franciscan/Sanbagawa), can occur simultane-
ously during the active oceanic subduction phase, which is demon-
strated by the contrasting PT conditions (Franciscan or Barrovian)
experienced by different crustal markers contemporaneously lo-
cated in different regions of the subduction/collision system. In
the MH and SH+MH models, markers that record Barrovian-type
PmaxA–T conditions during early subduction have trajectories that
indicate that they are carried by mantle flow from the bottom of

the continental crust of the upper plate toward the more internal
and shallower portion of the mantle wedge. The markers that record
Franciscan-type PmaxA–T conditions are exhumed by the activation
of convective cells. The recycled crustal material is either tecton-
ically sampled from the subducting plate or ablated by the upper
plate in the mantle wedge.

The thermal state during the post-collisional phase remains com-
parable to that of the subduction phase until approximately 10 Ma of
evolution, until small-scale convective cells deactivate and wedge
dehydration occurs. Subsequently, the system progressively warms
because of the thermal re-equilibration of the system and the high
radiogenic energy localized in the doubled crust. The progressive
warming of the system generates a thermal environment in which
the markers primarily experience P–T conditions that are compat-
ible with Barrovian- (or Dalradian)-type metamorphism at the end
of the evolution, and the final thermal gradient is higher than the as-
sumed initial continental geotherm. In all models, the highest TmaxC

values are reached at the end of the evolution, whereas the markers
attain their PmaxC values during the early stages of the gravitational
evolution before the uplift of the subducted plate.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

We have investigated the effects of shear heating and mantle hy-
dration on the dynamics of the mantle wedge by means of a 2-D
thermomechanical FE model of an ocean/continent subduction sys-
tem characterized by different subduction velocities.

Our results indicate that:

(1) during the active oceanic subduction phase, although shear
heating may induce a significantly warming of the subduction
complex, the temperature increase is not sufficient to produce a
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Figure 13. Predicted PmaxA–T (panels a and b) and P–TmaxA (panels c and d) distributions of exhumed markers for the SH+MH.5 model during the active
oceanic subduction phase. In panels (b) and (d), the markers are coloured according to the age at which PmaxA and TmaxA are reached. The thick black lines
represent the unperturbed continental geotherm. The dashed line indicates conditions not realized on Earth. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower
plate.

remarkable decrease in viscosity and the introduction of mantle
hydration is necessary to activate of local convective flows in the
wedge that favour the recycling and exhumation of the subducted
material;

(2) during the post-collisional phase, the system warms because
of the thermal re-equilibration, producing the dehydration of the
wedge and the consequent deactivation of the small convective cells.
In addition, a huge amount of the subducted material rises, causing
the doubling of the crust over long periods;

(3) the dynamics of the hydrated area is strictly correlated with
the thermal state at the external edges of the mantle wedge. When
shear heating is not accounted, higher subduction velocities corre-
spond to larger hydrated areas during the early stage of the active
oceanic subduction, when the thermal state is controlled by the
temperature in the slab. Instead, smaller hydrated areas correlate to
higher subduction velocities during the mature stages of the active
oceanic subduction, when the thermal state is mainly controlled by
the mantle flow;

(4) the occurrence of shear heating decreases the extension of
the hydrated area as well as its duration after the collision because
of the warming of the mantle wedge;

(5) when both mantle hydration and shear heating are considered
the extension of the hydrated area depends by the thermal state in
the slab only and higher subduction velocities correspond to larger
hydrated areas through the whole active oceanic subduction phase;

(6) during the post-collisional phase, in all models, the hydrated
area undergoes an initial widening before an abruptly decrease due
to the thermal re-equilibration of the system.

We have also analysed the P–T conditions recorded by exhumed
crustal materials and compared them with metamorphic conditions
that are traditionally associated to different tectonic settings. Our
results show that contrasting P–T conditions can contemporane-
ously characterize different portions of subduction systems, and
conditions that have been traditionally considered to be indicative
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of different tectonic environments can be simultaneously recorded.
In particular:

(1) Barrovian- (or Dalradian)-type metamorphic conditions also
develop during active oceanic subduction before the increase in the
T/P ratio associated with the continental collision;

(2) Barrovian P–T conditions are recorded in all models by mark-
ers derived from the continental crust of the upper plate and have not
deeply involved in the subduction system but simply displaced to-
ward the more internal and shallower portion of the mantle wedge.
The PmaxA values of these markers were recorded early in their
evolution. P–T evolutions compatible with high P/T metamorphic
series are recorded by deeply buried markers uplifted in the hydrated
wedge;

(3) the slow warming of the system during the early stages of
the post-collisional phase promotes P–T conditions that are com-
patible with the development of Franciscan- (or Sanbagawa)-type
metamorphism until 10 Ma after the continental collision;

(4) the subducted markers that reach their PmaxC values under
Franciscan-type metamorphic conditions during the post-collisional
phase are exhumed recording a Barrovian- (or Dalradian)-type
metamorphic conditions.
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A P P E N D I X A : D E TA I L S O F T H E M O D E L
F O R M U L AT I O N S

A1 Rheology

Outside the lithosphere, the effective viscosity is calculated as fol-
lows:

μeff = μviscous = μ0,m e
[

Ei
R

(
1
T − 1

T0

)]
(A1)

where μ0,m and Em are the reference viscosity at the reference
temperature T0 and the activation energy for the mantle, respectively.

We combine the viscous rheology with a brittle/plastic rheology
within the lithospheric layer, thereby defining the effective viscosity
as follows:

μeff= min
{
μviscous,μplastic

}
(A2)

Different yield criteria are used in the geoscience field to define the
plastic yield of rocks, such as the Drucker–Prager, the von-Mises–
Hencky and the Tresca criteria.

The Drucker–Prager criterion states that yielding depends on both
the second invariant of the stress deviator and the first invariant of
the stress tensor. Although the Drucker–Prager criterion is simple
and predicts a smooth and symmetric failure surface, which facili-
tates its implementation in numerical models, a major limitation of

this criterion is that it overestimates the rock strength and predicts
errors that are larger than other yield criteria (Colmenares & Zoback
2002; Alejano & Bobet 2012). The Drucker–Prager criterion can
be considered as an extension of the von-Mises–Hencky criterion
and states that yielding occurs when the second invariant of the
stress, which is defined by the magnitude of either the maximum
and intermediate principal stress components, reaches a value that
is characteristic of the material (e.g. Ranalli & Murphy 1987).

The von-Mises–Hencky criterion is similar to the Tresca crite-
rion, although the latter states that yielding depends on the mag-
nitude of only the maximum principal stress. Because the Tresca
criterion is a more conservative plastic yielding criterion, we use it
to determine the plastic viscosity.

The Tresca criterion requires that the principal stress difference
as well as the principal stresses themselves to be less than the yield
stress σY (Turcotte & Schubert 2002):

|σ1| ≤ σY ; |σ2| ≤ σY ; |σ1 − σ2| ≤ σY . (A3)

After performing minor mathematical steps, we can define the
plastic viscosity as follows:

μplastic = min {μ1,μ2,μ3} (A4)

Figure A1. Large-scale temperature field (colours) and streamline patterns (solid black lines) predicted by model REF.5 at different times during the active
oceanic subduction phase (a) and the post-collisional phase (b). tA indicates times from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times
from the beginning of the post-collisional phase. The dashed white lines indicate the 800 K isotherm. Numbers on streamlines are indexes of the intensity of
the flow. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.
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Figure A2. Distribution of the effective viscosity (a1 and b1), strain rate (a2 and b2) and total energy (a3 and b3) predicted by model REF.5 at 10.5 Ma after the
beginning of active oceanic subduction phase (a) and at the end of the post-collisional phase (b). The dashed black lines indicate the 800 and 1500 K isotherms.
The solid black lines indicate the base of the continental crust.

with

μ1 = σY − P

2ε̇1
; μ2 = σY − P

2ε̇2
; μ3 = σY

2 (ε̇1 − ε̇2)
(A5)

where P is the pressure, and ε̇i represent the principal strain rates.
The yield stress σY is defined by assuming the following simpli-

fied formulation of Byerlee’s law criterion:

σY = β · y with β = 40 MPa km−1 (A6)

where the effects of pore fluid pressure are neglected and ρ and y
are the density and the depth, respectively.

A2 Hydration and serpentinization within the wedge area

We simulate the maximum dehydration depth of the oceanic crust,
Ydehydr, below which the water content in hydrous phases in H2O-
saturated MORB basalt is negligible, using the stability field of
lawsonite (Roda et al. 2010 and references therein) as follows:

Ydehydr = −0.8755 · Timarc + 714.35 (A7)

where Ydehydr is calculated for each oceanic crustal marker with tem-
perature Timarc up to a depth of 300 km. Although Schmidt & Poli
(1998) indicate that the slab is mostly dehydrated at a depth of 150–
200 km, exhumation of subducted continental rocks with stishovite
suggests that water can be transported up to depths of 250–300 km
(Liu et al. 2007). Furthermore, Faccenda et al. (2009), Faccenda &
Mancktelow (2010) and Faccenda (2014) have shown that tectonic
stresses can influence the hydration pattern in the subducted slab,
thereby allowing fluids to penetrate in the slab and favouring their
transport to great depths up to the base of the upper mantle. The
presence of hydrothermal circulation in the oceanic crust can affect
the thermal state in the subducting slab, which generates higher
hydrous phase stability at higher depths compared with those pre-
dicted by classical thermal models of the subduction zone (Perry
et al. 2016; Rosas et al. 2016). However, the hydrothermal circula-
tion does not have a significant impact on the depth of dehydration
reactions at shallow depths (Rosas et al. 2016).

Because the lithostatic pressure is much greater than the dynamic
pressure (Babeyko & Sobolev 2008; Burov & Yamato 2008; Butler
et al. 2014; Gerya 2015), it has been neglected; thus, the depth scaled
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Figure A3. Large-scale temperature field (colours) and streamline patterns (solid black lines) predicted by models REF.3 (a) and REF.8 (b) at different times
during the active oceanic subduction phase (panels a1 and b1) and the post-collisional phase (panels a2 and b2). tA indicates times from the beginning of the
active oceanic subduction phase; tC indicates times from the beginning of the post-collisional phase. The dashed white lines indicate the 800 K isotherm.
Numbers on streamlines are indexes of the intensity of the flow. Different ages have been chosen in order to compare similar evolutionary stages of oceanic
subduction for different velocities, such as similar depths reached by slab. UP stands for upper plate; LP stands for lower plate.

by the density is used here to define the progressive hydration of the
mantle wedge. Then, the stability field of serpentine is calculated
for each element by using the following two equations (Roda et al.
2010 and references therein):

Yhydr = −0.3394 · Telem + 268.09 above 66 km depth

Yhydr = 0.954 · Telem + 993.28 below 66 km depth
(A8)

where Yhydr represents the maximum hydration depth and Telem is
the elemental temperature. Each element with an average depth
and temperature (Yelem,Telem) is considered to be hydrated if
Yhydr<Yelem<Ydehydr, where Yhydr is calculated from A11. The sub-
ducting plate limits the hydrated area from below. Specifically, to
better delineate the geometry of the lower border of the hydrated
area, the subducted plate is subdivided into segments of equal
length, and the deepest dehydrated oceanic crust marker for each
segment is identified at each time during the system’s dynamic evo-
lution. The line that connects these markers defines the lower limit
of the hydrated area.

A3 Crust–mantle differentiation

To differentiate the crust from the mantle, we use the Lagrangian
particle technique (e.g. Christensen 1992) as implemented in
Marotta & Spalla (2007) and Roda et al. (2010). At the beginning
of the evolution, 288 061 markers identified by different indexes
are spatially distributed (Fig. 1) at a density of 1 marker per 0.25
km2 to define the upper oceanic crust, the lower oceanic crust and
the continental crust.

During the evolution of the system, each particle (marker) is ad-
vected using a first-order (both in time and in space) Runge–Kutta
scheme. At each time, the elemental density of each type of parti-
cle defines the composition of each element of the grid, Ce, such as
Ce = Ce

ocU
+ Ce

ocL
+ Ce

cc, where Ce
ocU

= Ne
ocU

/N e
0 , Ce

ocL
= Ne

ocL
/N e

0

and Ce
cc = Ne

cc /N e
0 are the elemental densities of the upper oceanic

crust-type, lower oceanic crust-type and continental crust-type par-
ticles, respectively, N e

ocU
, N e

ocL
and N e

cc are the numbers of the upper
oceanic crust-type, lower oceanic crust-type and continental crust-
type particles within element e, respectively, and N e

0 is the maximum
number of particles of any type that the element e can contain.
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Figure A4. Spatial configurations of the hydrated area at different times of evolution from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction phase for MH.3 (a),
MH.5 (b) and MH.8 (c) models. The elements are coloured according to their periods of hydration. The elements with hydration that lasted longer than 40 Ma
(grey squares) constitute the main hydrated area. The dashed black lines indicate the 800 K and 1000 K isotherms. The black, red and blue solid lines identify
the upper continental crust, the lower continental crust and the upper oceanic crust, respectively.

All of the properties (conductivity, specific heat at a constant
pressure, density and viscosity) depend on the composition such that
within each element e, the value of property Pe can be expressed
as follows

Pe = Pm

[
1 −

∑
i

Ce
i

]
+

∑
i

Pi C
e
i (A9)

where Pm is the value of the property for the mantle, and Pi is
the value of the property for the serpentinized mantle (i = sm),
upper oceanic crust (i = ocU ), lower oceanic crust (i = ocL ) and
continental crust (i = cc).

The density and viscosity also depend on temperature. The den-
sity is expressed as follows:

ρe (Ce, T) = ρ0 [1 − α (T − T0)] −
∑

i

	ρe
i Ce

i (A10)
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Figure A5. Spatial configurations of the hydrated area at different times of evolution from the beginning of the oceanic subduction for SH+MH.3 (a),
SH+MH.5 (b) and SH+MH.8 (c) models. The elements are coloured according to their periods of hydration. The elements with hydration that lasted longer
than 30 Ma (grey squares) constitute the main hydrated area. The dashed black lines indicate the 800 K and 1000 K isotherms. The black, red and blue solid
lines identify the upper continental crust, the lower continental crust and the upper oceanic crust, respectively.

where the index i identifies the particle type as specified above,
α is the thermal coefficient of the volumetric thermal expan-
sion, ρ0 is the reference density of the mantle at the reference
temperature T0, and 	ρe

i represent the differences between ρ0

and the density of the upper oceanic crust, 	ρe
ocU

= (ρocU − ρ0),
lower oceanic crust, 	ρe

ocL
= (ρocL − ρ0), and continental crust,

	ρe
cc = (ρcc − ρ0).

The viscosity varies within each element according to

μe (Ce, T) = μm

[
1 −

∑
i

Ce
i

]
+

∑
i

μi C
e
i (A11)

and

μi = μ0,i e
[

Ei
R

(
1
T − 1

T0

)]
(A12)
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where μ0,i is the reference viscosity at the reference temperature T0,
and Ei and ni are the activation energy and exponent, respectively,
of the power law for the mantle, upper oceanic crust, lower oceanic
crust and continental crust.

A P P E N D I X B : T H E R M O M E C H A N I C S
O F T H E R E F E R E N C E M O D E L ( R E F )

During active oceanic subduction, a convective mantle flow devel-
ops underneath the continental overriding plate, which is driven by
the progressive descent of the subducting plate, and the convec-
tive cells progressively enlarge toward the bottom of the domain
(Fig. A1a). Within the first 10 Ma, the mantle flow induces the
thermomechanical erosion of the upper plate up to 150 km from the
trench (Fig. A1a2) and increases the temperature of the inner portion
of the supra-subductive mantle wedge. After 10 Ma, the temperature
in the mantle wedge remains stable. The viscosity inside the cold
subducting lithosphere is three to four orders of magnitudes higher
than that in the mantle wedge area (Fig. A2a1). The strain rates vary
from 10−16 s−1 inside the lower and the upper plates to 10−13 s−1 in
the mantle wedge area (Fig. A2a2). The total energy of the system
depends only on the radiogenic heat, which is up to three orders
of magnitude higher in the continental crust than the mantle wedge
(Fig. A2a3).

An increase in the prescribed subduction velocity enhances the in-
tensity of the mantle flow underneath the overriding plate (Figs A3a1

and b1), which raises the temperature of the mantle wedge (see the
isotherm 800 K in Figs A3a1 and b1), as suggested by previous mod-
els (e.g. Andrews & Sleep 1974; Uyeda & Kanamori 1979; Davies
& Stevenson 1992; Peacock 1996; Stern 1998). However, the sub-
ducted lithosphere is colder for higher velocities of subduction. As
the slabs heats up by conduction, cold sections of the slab reach
greater depths than if they were moving with a slower velocity (see
the isotherm 800 K in Figs A3a1 and b1).

The velocity field during the post-collisional phase is comparable
in all REF models regardless of the prescribed subduction velocity
because the system is driven by gravitational forces only (Figs A1b2,
A3a2 and b2). Both the intensity of the velocity field in the man-
tle wedge area and the large-scale convective flow underneath the
lower plate decrease by up to one order of magnitude with respect
to those of the active oceanic subduction phase (Fig. A1b2). The
large-scale convective flow gradually expands laterally towards the
overriding plate, reducing the slab dip (Fig. A1b2). The convec-
tive flow underneath the upper continental plate disappears, which
induces a thermal re-equilibration in the entire system, with a warm-
ing of the subducted lithosphere and a cooling of the mantle wedge
(Fig. A1b2). Consequently, the viscosity decreases in the subducted
lithosphere and increases in the wedge area, both up to three orders
of magnitude (Fig. A2b1). The strain rate decreases throughout the
entire domain, by at least three orders of magnitude (Fig. A2b2).

A P P E N D I X C : D E TA I L S O F T H E
E V O LU T I O N O F T H E H Y D R AT E D A R E A

C1 MH models

The hydration starts within 1 Ma after the beginning of the active
oceanic subduction phase (continuous lines in Fig. 8a) and continues
over a period that decreases with the increasing prescribed veloc-
ity. In particular the hydration lasts approximately 128 Ma (MH.3),

85 Ma (MH.5) and 66 Ma (MH.8; red, green and blue lines in Fig. 8a,
respectively). The velocity of subduction also influences the growth
rate, the maximum extension and the variation in time of the dimen-
sion of the hydrated areas, because of the strong relation between
velocity and thermal fields. In particular, during the early stages of
the active oceanic subduction, slower velocities correspond to both
lower growth rate and smaller hydrated areas. In fact, after 10 Ma
of oceanic subduction the hydrated area has an extension of ap-
proximately 6700 km2 (MH.3), 8750 km2 (MH.5) and 12 000 km2

(MH.8). During the advanced stages of active oceanic subduction,
the predicted thermal field in the wedge area is mainly controlled
by the mantle flow, which is more intense in model MH.8 than in
model MH.3. As consequence, model MH.3 undergoes a continu-
ous cooling throughout the active oceanic subduction phase, which
produces a gradual increase in the extension of the hydrated area
(red line in Fig. 8a) until a maximum of approximately 12 000 km2,
reached after 48 Ma (P3.1 in Fig. 8a). Successively, the hydrated area
decreases of approximately 1000 km2 before a new increase up to
a new maximum of about 12 000 km2 at 75 Ma (P3.2 in Fig. 8a).
Models MH.5 and MH.8 are characterized by an initial cooling
phase and a successive rapid warming, which produces a significant
decrease in the extension of the hydrated area (green and blue lines
in Fig. 8a, respectively). In particular, in model MH.5 the hydrated
area reaches a maximum of approximately 9500 km2 after 15 Ma
(P5.1 in Fig. 8a), while in model MH.8 the maximum extension is
of about 12 000 km2, after 10 Ma (P8.1 in Fig. 8a).

In all MH models the main hydrated area persists for a minimum
of 40 Ma. The dimension of the main hydrated area increases with
decreasing velocity during the active oceanic subduction phase. The
main hydrated area has a maximum extension of approximately
9500 km2 (MH.3), 6750 km2 (MH.5) and 3100 km2 (MH.8; red,
green and blue lines in Fig. 8a, respectively). The main hydrated
areas (grey areas in Fig. A4) extend up to a depth of 200 km (MH.3,
Fig. A4a), 180 km (MH.5, Fig. A4b) and 120 km (MH.8, Fig. A4c).

The secondary smaller hydrated areas are mostly located along
the external and deepest portions of the main hydrated area, in-
creasing the total extension of the hydrated area after the collision
by several hundreds of square kilometres. Two main episodes of
growth of secondary hydrated areas occur for model MH.3, while
only one episode occurs for models MH.5 and MH.8. In particular,
in model MH.3 the first episode of growth occurs at approximately
50 Ma and is associated to secondary areas that remain hydrated for
periods between 1 and 20 Ma (red and yellow squares in Fig. A4a1),
while the second episode occurs at approximately 75 Ma, related to
secondary areas that remain hydrated for periods between 1 and 10
Ma (red squares in Fig. A4a2). In model MH.5, the unique episode
of growth occurs at approximately 15 Ma and is related to sec-
ondary areas that remain hydrated for periods between 10 and 20
Ma (yellow squares in Fig. A4b1), while in model MH.8 the unique
episode of growth occurs at approximately 10 Ma and is associated
to secondary areas that remain hydrated for periods between 1 and
20 Ma (red and yellow squares in Fig. A4c1).

At the collision, the hydrated area decreases abruptly by ap-
proximately 800 km2 (MH.3), approximately 1400 km2 (MH.5)
and approximately 1000 km2 (MH.8) (red, green and blue lines
in Fig. 8a, respectively). This decrease follows the partial subduc-
tion of the continental crust of the lower plate, which confines the
low viscosity hydrated channel between the upper plate and the
subducting lithosphere. An important change in the boundaries of
the hydrated area occurs after the collision when the growth of
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secondary hydrated areas results in an increase in the extension of
the hydrated area of few thousands of square kilometres. In partic-
ular, the growth of the hydrated area after the collision in model
MH.3 is related to the growth of secondary areas that remain hy-
drated for periods between 20 and 40 Ma and it results in an increase
of approximately 1000 km2 (blue and green squares in Fig. A4a4);
in model MH.5 it is associated to the growth of secondary areas
that remain hydrated for periods between 10 and 30 Ma (yellow and
blue squares in Fig. A4b4); finally, in model MH.8 the growth of
the hydrated area is related to the growth of secondary areas that
remain hydrated for periods between 1 and 30 Ma (red, yellow and
blue squares in Fig. A4c4).

C2 SH+MH models

As observed in MH models, the evolution of the hydrated area
is strongly affected by the subduction velocity. Hydration starts
within 1 Ma from the beginning of the active oceanic subduction
phase and it continues over a period that decreases with the increase
of the prescribed velocity, lasting 87.8 Ma (SH+MH.3; red line in
Fig. 8b), 55.7 Ma (SH+MH.5; green line in Fig. 8b) and 50.3 Ma
(SH+MH.8; blue line in Fig. 8b). During the early stages of the ac-
tive oceanic subduction phase, as for MH models, the mean growth
rate of the hydrated area increases with increasing prescribed ve-
locity (dashed lines in Fig. 8b).

During the active oceanic subduction phase, differently from MH
models, the maximum extent of both the hydrated areas and the
main hydrated areas increase with increasing prescribed velocity,
respectively 2500 and 875 km2 in the SH+MH.3 model (red lines in
Fig. 8b), 4250 and 2875 km2 in the SH+MH.5 model (green lines
in Fig. 8b) and 8160 and 3750 km2 in the SH+MH.8 model (blue
lines in Fig. 8b). This is consistent with the lower temperatures in
the mantle wedge predicted with intermediate and high convergence
velocities. Extension maxima are observed after approximately 24
and 52 Ma for SH+MH.3 (P3.1 and P3.2 in Fig. 8b) and after ap-
proximately 22 and 48 Ma for SH+MH.5 (P5.1 and P5.2 in Fig. 8b).
In model SH+MH.8, however, there is a progressive enlargement
of the hydrated area, until a maximum is reached just before the
continental collision (P8.1 in Fig. 8b).

During the entire active oceanic subduction phase, the main
hydrated areas (grey areas in Fig. A5) extend from maximum
depths of about 110 km for slow velocities (SH+MH.3; Fig. A5a)
and 150 km for moderate and high velocities (SH+MH.5 and
SH+MH.8; Figs A5b and c, respectively) to shallow depths, where
the areas extend along a narrow 45◦ dipping channel between the
overriding and the subducting plates. The occurrence and locations
of the secondary hydrated areas are controlled by the periodic fluc-
tuations in the local thermal state that characterize the margins of the
main hydrated area and determine the growth of both the external
and deep portions of the total hydrated areas.

Two main episodes of growth of secondary hydrated areas occur
for models SH+MH.3 and SH+MH.5 (P3.1, P5.1, P3.2 and P5.2 in
Fig. 8B, respectively). For model SH+MH.3, the first episode is
associated with areas that remain hydrated for less than 10 Ma (red
areas in Fig. A5a1) and periods between 20 and 30 Ma (blue colours
in Fig. A5a1), while the second episode is associated with secondary
areas that remain hydrated for less than 20 Ma (red and yellow areas
in Fig. A5a2).

For the SH+MH.5 model, the first episode of growth occurs at
approximately 22 Ma and the second occurs at approximately 47 Ma
(Figs A5b1 and b3). The first episode is associated with secondary
areas that remain hydrated for periods between 20 and 30 Ma (blue
areas in Fig. A5b1), while the second episode is associated with
secondary areas that remain hydrated for periods between 10 and
20 Ma (yellow areas in Fig. A5b3). After the collision, a third episode
between 52 and 56 Ma occurs and defines the dominant hydration
zone during the post-collisional phase (Fig. A5b4).

The extension of the hydrated area of the SH+MH.8 model
shows only one maximum at approximately 27 Ma (P8.1 in
Fig. 8b). This is related to the more stable thermal field that
characterizes the active oceanic subduction phase of the high ve-
locity model. This episode is associated with secondary areas
that remain hydrated for periods between 10 and 30 Ma (yellow
and blue areas in Fig. A5c2) and contributes to the expansion in
depth and towards the external portion of the main hydrated area
(Fig. A5c2).

At the collision, the hydrated area decreases abruptly by approx-
imately 500 km2 in the SH+MH.3 and SH+MH.5 models and by
approximately 750 km2 in the SH+MH.8 model (red, green and
blue lines in Fig. 8b, respectively). This decrease follows the partial
subduction of the continental crust of the lower plate, which con-
fines the low viscosity hydrated channel between the upper plate
and the subducting lithosphere. Another important change in the
boundaries of the hydrated area occurs after the collision in the
SH+MH.8 model and it is associated with the secondary areas that
remain hydrated for periods between 1 and 20 Ma (red and yellow
areas in Figs A5c3 and c4); it results in an increase of approximately
1000 km2 that persists for 10 Ma (Fig. A5c3). This change contrasts
with the decreased extension of the main hydrated area and con-
trols the marginal widening of the hydrated area of approximately
775 km2 (Fig. A5c4).

During the early stages of the post-collisional phase, the hy-
drated area of all models gradually decreases. In addition, the
hydration during the post-collisional phase lasts for longer times
in the SH+MH.8 model (blue line in Fig. 8b) compared with
that of the SH+MH.3 and SH+MH.5 models (red and green
lines in Fig. 8b, respectively), resulting from the lower tem-
peratures that characterize the wedge area in the high velocity
model because of the higher subduction rates before continental
collision.




